
 

 



 

 



NEW BOOK BY WOLFGANG SAMUEL 

 

Col. Wolfgang Samuels (USAF Ret.) latest book 

was just released and is available from Amazon 

Books. It offers a thorough look at the creation, 

operation, activities and history of this important 

German airbase and its town. Wolf interweaves his 

own life history of growing up before and during 

WWII when the Nazi’s built and operated an ultra-

secret base. 
 

His autobiographical format describes many of the 

events as his family moves west away from the 

Russians as refugees. They eventually arrive in 

Fassberg where his father had served as an officer 

in the Luftwaffe. Here he follows the British 

takeover of Fassberg until the Americans arrive 

during the Berlin Airlift with their C-54’s. 
 

This book presents details as the airbase and the 

town experienced transitions thru economic cycles. 

It also provides uncommon insight to the Berlin 

airlift thru the eyes of pilots who flew it and 

mechanics who maintained the C-54’s. It also 

includes 18 pages of the forgotten “Operations 

Vittles Cookbook” that was compiled in Berlin by 

American Women during the blockade. 
 

“Flights from Fassberg” continues his legacy into 

the United States and his air force career.  The 

Fassberg story comes full circle in 1998 when  his 

son fly’s  an  A-10 “Warthog” at this German Air 

Force training base in NATO exercises. I 

recommend BAVA members read this interesting 

and informative book.  Eddie Ide. 
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      The response for information on life’s 
changes has very poor, especially among many  
members whose  dues  were overdue. 
Consequently several members have been 
removed from the membership listing. 
 

        Several “Legacy’s” are returned for lack 
 of proper  address   with each mailing. Then 
Ralph, Eddie or I try contacting you by phone.  
With no other source of contact we must 
assume you’ve moved or passed. Next we 
check the local obituaries. Lacking an obit your 
name will be removed from the member list.  If 
we find an obit Ralph will send a letter of 
condolence to whoever is listed as next of kin.  
All of this takes time and we are all volunteers.  
 

      If you have life’s changes let BAVA know. 
An easy form was included in the past two 
issues of the Legacy and is included again. Use 
it or you could lose contacts with comrades and 
friends. This applies to our honorary members 

as well.   
  

        
  

                 

2021 MISSING MAN FLIGHT 
For the Legacy # 31 - 2 

 

Since our last newsletter BAVA has 
been notified of the passing of the  

following members. 
 

Allan Edward Patrick - 60th TCS -Wiesbaden 
Richard Hauper - 47th TCS -  Fassberg 

Edgar Lewis Love 
 “Bill” Palahunich - 1946 AACS R/M 
Harold F. Owens - 317th TCG Celle 

 

Former members of the 
 British Berlin Airlift Association 

  

Ronald Pickersgill, RAF 
Lawrence & Delia Kennedy RAF  

 
 

“No Prince or Lord has tomb so proud 
As he whose flag becomes his shroud.” 

Col. Jack Churchill, Royal Army 
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